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One theory of bacterial speciation states that bacterial and animal species share the property of cohesion, meaning that diversity within a species is constrained. A new study provides direct evidence that genome-wide sweeps can limit diversity within bacterial species.

“Anything found to be true of E. coli must also be true of elephants!” While Jacques Monod was thinking about the unity of biochemistry, evolutionary biologists and ecologists have also sought unifying principles across all of life. Accordingly, some evolutionary ecologists have proposed universal principles for the origin and nature of species [1–3]. One particularly contentious claim is that across all of life, species are each ‘cohesive’, in the sense that the diversity within each species is constrained by some force [1,2]. Bacterial species may be subject to a special force of cohesion, owing to their low frequency of recombination [4]. This force is periodic selection, where natural selection favoring any adaptive mutation purges the genetic diversity, genome-wide, within an ecologically homogeneous species or ecotype (Figure 1A,B) [5]. However, whether periodic selection occurs widely in nature or is even possible has been debated with a passion unusual for the field of microbiology [6–8]. Contributing to the uncertainty is that genome-wide sweeps were never observed in nature, that is, until the recent work of Bendall et al. [9] — using a high-throughput, metagenomic approach to survey a bacterial community over time, these authors charted a genome-wide sweep within one natural bacterial population. In the days before metagenomics, it never seemed a good bet to search for a periodic selection event by focusing on your favorite organism — this process was thought too infrequent to be observed in one population during one grant-funding period. However, what is unlikely to be seen within a single focus population becomes eminently palpable within some population when you can observe an entire community simultaneously. The magic of metagenomics!

Bendall et al. [9] surveyed the bacteria of Trout Bog Lake, Wisconsin, over eight years. From each small volume of lake water sampled, they lysed the cells and produced short DNA sequences representing the community’s diversity. Short sequences were assembled into longer sequences by joining sequences (from different organisms) that were homologous and less than 2% divergent from one another. The researchers thereby clustered the organisms into groups of close relatives, and at the same
time produced a contiguous sequence representing most of the genome for a given cluster. For each cluster of organisms demarcated by 2% divergence, they estimated the sequence diversity in each genome region.

In the case of the cluster Chlorobium-111, the assembled closely-related organisms began highly variable in 2005 at most gene loci of the genome (up to the 2% divergence cap), but by 2013 the genome had lost its diversity at nearly all loci. Bendall et al. [9] interpreted this as a genome-wide sweep caused by selection within Chlorobium-111. The authors also found indirect evidence of genome-wide sweeps within four other clusters, although not as cleanly as in Chlorobium-111. These clusters had a particularly low level of variation genome-wide over the entire eight years; the authors interpreted these cases as evidence for genome-wide sweeps of diversity occurring before their study began.

What do these genome-wide sweeps say about Chlorobium-111 and the other four clusters? The most obvious interpretation, noted by Bendall et al. [9], is that recombination was rare enough in these clusters to sustain periodic selection (Figure 1A,B). That is, a single, better-adapted genotype from one cluster was able to outcompete all other organisms within the cluster, and recombination was rare enough for the whole lucky genome to rise to near 100%.

We should also explicitly infer one further point about Chlorobium-111 and the other four clusters: that these clusters must have each consisted of a single, ecologically homogeneous population (or ecotype), a point noted by the authors. If Chlorobium-111 and the others had instead each consisted of many ecotypes, the rise of a better-adapted genotype within just one ecotype would have left much of the cluster’s diversity untouched [2]. So, we may conclude that the origination of ecotypes (or speciation [2]) was slow enough in these bacteria for organisms as divergent as 2% from one another to be ecologically homogeneous.

Why would diversification in Chlorobium and the other clusters be so slow? For Chlorobium, one possibility emerges from its photoautotrophic habit, where organisms engage in photosynthesis and do not consume organic compounds. A photoautotroph’s disdain for environmental organic compounds would limit its metabolic plasticity, such that opportunities for ecological diversification may be infrequent, as found in hot spring Synechococcus [10]. The other clusters appearing to undergo genome-wide sweeps may also have had few opportunities for diversification. Gallionella-3415 and Desulfobulbus-2922, for example, are both from genera that are very limited in the carbon they consume, and so may speciate infrequently. Another low-diversity cluster, TM7-1225, was classified to a phylum whose metabolism is not well understood but appears to be limited in its carbon sources [11]. The fourth low-diversity cluster, Rickettsia-755, was classified to a genus of obligate intracellular parasites. While not limited in its carbon sources, the lifestyle of this genus may possibly result in infrequent speciation. We may hypothesize that low metabolic plasticity predicts slow speciation and the possibility of genome-wide sweeps within sequence clusters with up to 2% nucleotide diversity.

While the genomic diversity within Chlorobium-111 was swept nearly exhaustively, as if with a garage broom, a...
whisk broom appears to have swept six other clusters in a more targeted fashion. Each of these clusters lacked diversity in only one short chromosomal region, but elsewhere in the genome they were highly divergent. Bendall et al. [9] inferred that a sweep occurred in a single chromosomal region within each cluster before their survey began. They ascribed the narrowness of these sweeps to high recombination rates within populations. Like narrow sweeps in the highly recombining animals, they argued that an adaptive gene could recombine into many genetic backgrounds before the gene reached 100% frequency (Figure 1C,D).

This idea has been floating in the bacterial literature in recent years [6,12]. However, bacterial recombination appears rare enough in every taxon studied [4] to sustain genome-wide sweeps [8,13,14]. Moreover, Bendall et al. [9] provided no evidence for differences in recombination rates among the clusters incurring genome-wide versus narrow sweeps. What, then, might distinguish clusters swept genome-wide from those swept only at a single chromosomal region?

One possibility is that each cluster of organisms undergoing a single-gene sweep was ecologically heterogeneous, consisting of many ecotypes. Decades ago, we developed the ‘Adapt Globally Act Locally’ model [15], in which a generally adaptive mutation — adaptive for many ecotypes — causes a genome-wide sweep within its own ecotype, and then a small chromosomal region containing the adaptive mutation recombines into another ecotype and causes a genome-wide sweep there (Figure 1E–H). The mutation may then recombine into a series of ecotypes and cause sweeps in each one, so long as the adaptive mutation is beneficial within each ecotype [13]. Thus, all the ecologically diverse strains within a cluster could become nearly identical in the chromosomal region flanking the adaptive mutation but remain otherwise heterogeneous [8], yielding a narrow sweep.

Bendall et al. [9] dismissed the Adapt Globally Act Locally explanation as unparsimonious. They deemed this model unlikely because inter-ecotype recombination would have to be frequent enough to allow adaptive mutations to pass between ecotypes, while intra-ecotype recombination would have to be rare enough to allow genome-wide sweeps within ecotypes. However, successful passage of an adaptive gene between two ecotypes requires only a single recombination event (because natural selection fixes the adaptive gene in its new ecotype), while prevention of a genome-wide sweep within an ecotype requires recurrent recombination.

The Adapt Globally Act Locally explanation requires clusters undergoing single-gene sweeps to be ecologically heterogeneous, as a result of rapid diversification. For example, these clusters could be generalist heterotrophs, which can change their ecology by simply adding another carbon resource to their consumption repertoire [5]. As predicted, several clusters showing single-gene sweeps in Bendall et al. were generalist heterotrophs: Polynucleobacter-239 [16], Halophagales-254 [17], and two clusters of Opitutae [18]. Two clusters showing single-gene sweeps were not generalist heterotrophs, although they may nevertheless undergo rapid diversification. Clusters Methylobacter-2062 and Methylophilaceae-913 were both classified to taxa that are very limited in carbon sources, but extremely close relatives in these taxa have elsewhere been shown to differentiate by depth [19] and by utilizing different C1 molecules [20], respectively. We may hypothesise that ecologically heterogeneous clusters are most likely to incur single-gene sweeps, while ecologically homogeneous clusters are most likely to incur whole-genome sweeps.

With thanks to metagenomics and Bendall et al. [9], we can now see cohesion by genome-wide sweeps within broadly defined (with up to 2% diversity), ecologically homogeneous clusters that contain a single ecotype. However, the low recombination rates in bacteria predict genome-wide sweeps in all ecotypes, not just those in broadly defined, ecologically homogeneous clusters [14]. Can we find direct evidence for cohesion by periodic selection within the phylogenetically tiny ecotypes within ecologically diverse clusters? Unfortunately, this is beyond the current resolution of metagenomics. It is too soon to know for sure whether all life’s species share the principle of cohesion [2].
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In a new study, the *Papaver rhoeas* (poppy family) self-incompatibility system has been transferred into *Arabidopsis thaliana*, a distantly related plant with a very different floral structure. The simple poppy self-incompatibility system may finally make it possible to introduce this potentially valuable trait into any plant.

“It is an extraordinary fact that with many species, flowers fertilised with their own pollen are either absolutely or in some degree sterile; if fertilised with pollen from another flower on the same plant, they are sometimes, though rarely, a little more fertile; if fertilised with pollen from another individual or variety of the same species, they are fully fertile....”

Charles Darwin, 1876 [1]

The phenomenon Darwin describes is self-incompatibility (SI), or the ability of some plants to reject their own pollen. In fact, SI occurs widely, by some accounts, in half of flowering plant species [2]. So, it is not extraordinary, but it is unfamiliar because, with some notable exceptions, most domesticated plants were selected for the opposite trait — self-compatibility (SC). As convenient as SC is for plant breeding, the superior performance of outcrossed hybrids is well known, and plant breeders and biotechnologists alike have long sought easy ways to make hybrids, with limited success. Since SI is a natural outcrossing system, it may be an attractive alternative, but until now a portable SI system seemed out of reach. Now, in a recent paper in *Science*, Lin et al. report successfully transferring the *Papaver rhoeas* SI system into the distantly related and SC *Arabidopsis thaliana*, suggesting that this type of SI may work in a wide variety of species [3].

Maize is the most familiar example of a hybrid crop. Most maize is produced as F₁ hybrids obtained by crossing inbred lines. These hybrids are produced through the simple, albeit laborious, process of detasseling the female inbred and planting it close to the inbred used as the male parent. While the superior performance of F₁ hybrids certainly applies to other crops, most crops have perfect flowers (i.e., the flowers contain both male and female reproductive organs). Consequently, F₁ hybrids often have to be made by carefully pollinating one flower at a time. Alternatives have been devised, for example, engineering or employing controlled sterility (cytoplasmic male sterility, use of a gametocid to inhibit undesirable pollen, or conditional sterility), but these alternatives all have practical limitations [4–7]. SI could be an attractive addition to these methods since it does not involve either male or female sterility. This potential application of SI was one rationale for unraveling its genetic and molecular basis, although there are also more than enough basic-research reasons.

SI has been investigated in detail in Brassicaceae, Solanaceae, and Papaveraceae [8]. In all these well-understood systems, compatibility is determined by S-haplotype — one gene controls stigma-side function, and one or more others control the pollen-side. However, beyond the convention of naming the specificity genes as S-genes, the underlying SI mechanisms diverge drastically. A kinase-based signaling mechanism activated in the stigma prevents self-pollen growth in SI Brassicaceae, while stylar ribonucleases